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What’s New

Comparing

in 2009?

Bonny Doon

Welcome to the Bonny Doon catalog

Presses

What’s new from Bonny Doon this year? Plenty! We’ve
re-introduced the Classic press, now stronger with more
working space—it’s the perfect starter press. Our new
bracelet-forming tools are now designed so they can
be used in any Bonny Doon press—all the way back
to the “Original Gold” model. See new brake blades,
deep-draw punches, a 10-piece dap set and silhouette
dies to name a few. Bonny Doon just keeps offering
you more!



Press 
Process

©G. Phil Poirier
Visit riogrande.com/bonnydoonvideo
today to see an all-new video on
metal-forming with Bonny Doon.
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Embossing

20 tons, good for
embossing heavier/
deeper pieces or
larger areas.

20 tons, good for
embossing heavier/
deeper pieces or
larger areas.

25 tons, good for
embossing heavier/
deeper pieces or
larger areas.

Silhouette
Die Forming

Up to 6" x 6"
silhouette dies;
can use the 3"
and 6" form box.

Up to 6" x 12"
silhouette dies; can
use the 3", 6" and
6" x 12" form box.

Up to 6" x 12"
silhouette dies; can
use the 3", 6" and
6" x 12" form box.

Blanking
Dies

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Bracelet
Forming

Use the standard
bracelet forming
kit (110-485).

Use the standard
bracelet forming kit
(110-485); allows for
full forming of bangles.
The electric model
makes forming fast!

Use the standard
bracelet forming kit
(110-485); allows for
full forming of bangles.
The electric model
makes forming fast!

NonConforming
Die

Good to
20 tons

Good to
20 tons

Good to
25 tons

Conforming
Dies

Good to
20 tons

Good to
20 tons

Highest precison
possible—to 0.00005"
at 25 tons

Deep
Drawing

Capable of using 3"
deep-draw kit; good
for small quantities of
deep-drawn items.

Use 3" and 6" deepdraw kits; electric
version good for
large quantities of
deep-drawn items,
ring-sized tubing
to cup-sized vessels.

Use 3" and 6" deepdraw kits; electric
version good for
large quantities of
deep-drawn items,
ring-sized tubing
to cup-sized vessels.

Coining

Up to 5/8"
diameter

Up to 5/8"
diameter

Up to 3/4"
diameter
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Bonny Doon
Pro

Bonny Doon
Mark III

Bonny Doon Mark III Bonny Doon Pro
25-Ton Press
20-Ton Press

riogrande.com

Bonny Doon
Classic

Bonny Doon Classic
20-Ton Press



A quest
for discovery
The centuries-old art of shaping metal
     has been key to the preservation and
   advancement of civilization.
While many other skilled tradesmen have seen their
skills become obsolete as better and more advanced
ways have replaced methods of old, the metalsmith
continues to transcend time and technology to
preserve his value in an ever-changing world.
In ancient times, metal-forming was essential to a civilization’s
vitality and evolution. Man created weapons, tools and other
artifacts to ensure his survival. Many metal-forming techniques—
soldering, casting, chasing, hammering, embossing—have roots
that run deep into the Bronze and Iron Ages.
The art of blacksmithing developed during the Middle Ages.
The smith was a skilled craftsman who made—by hand, one
at a time—the thousands of metal objects
used in daily life. In doing so, he made his
role pivotal within the community.
8 0 0 . 54 5. 6 5 6 6
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  who made the thousands of metal

”

  objects used in daily life.

What could easily have brought about the demise of the smith
proved instead to be an opportunity. While machines could
mass-fabricate metal at a pace impossible for any one craftsman,
no mere machine could replicate his artistry. Over time, and
through the growing popularity of custom-designed architectural
work and handmade art and jewelry pieces, the metalsmith once
again secured his place in society—this time as an artist.

continued on page 12
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All the while, he maintained his own shop
tools and invented new ones necessary for
specific tasks. Villages came to enjoy
the convenience and comfort afforded
them through the work of the local
smith and his shop.

“The smith was a skilled craftsman

riogrande.com

He was called upon to produce nails,
hammers, chisels, axes, wedges, hinges,
cooking utensils, door latches, chain
armor, horseshoes and weapons.

As time passed, spreading
industrialization placed
increasingly heavy demands
on metalsmiths. Shipyards
and railways required new,
specialized tools to build
and maintain facilities and
infrastructures. For a while,
they kept pace with these
increasing needs; but mass
production—with its speed,
precision and high output
capabilities—inexorably
became a way of life.
The metalsmith’s skilled,
painstaking, experienced
hand work and exquisite
craftsmanship suddenly
seemed obsolete.



Bonny Doon Classic

. . . compare cost, compare quality,
compare results

the ideal starter press . . .

Less distance between
top bars significantly
minimizes flex.
Offers a full 10"
of working space
between platens.

7"
6"

©David Anderson
Return springs
are contained
within columns.

24"

Hydraulic jack
is professionally
plumbed to supply
repeatable pressure.

6"

Classic manual press 110-501
Classic electric press 110-505

$995.00
2,991.00

Pump and gauge
are oriented so you
stand safely behind
the column.

riogrande.com
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urable. Safe. Affordable. The Bonny Doon Classic press is the best
possible introduction to the world of hydraulic metal forming! Emboss,
texture, shape and cut metal using hydraulic power instead of muscle power
with this top-quality 20-ton hydraulic press. The Classic performs the tasks
of a stamping press, punch & die sets, forming hammers, anvils and stakes—
and completes each task faster and more evenly with less finishing required.
The Classic delivers 20 tons of force, conforming metal to any shape using
a wide variety of available tooling. Also available with electrical hydraulics,
the Classic hydraulic press offers:
• A sturdy powder-coated press frame welded from heavy-gauge, 2"-square
steel tubing with less open space between the top bars that minimizes flex.
• Platens of 1"-thick steel; the upper platen is welded to the frame, the lower
platen is self-leveling for consistently even impressions.
• Pre-drilled, integrated mounting feet that allow you to bolt the press
directly to a workstation.
• Return springs are hidden inside the frame to protect the operator as well
as to protect the springs.
• Professionally plumbed jack delivers excellent performance; its 10,000psi
pressure gauge provides visual indication of pressure generated—crucial for
accurate repeat cycles—and oriented so you work safely behind the column.
• T-handle and jack handle to open and close the release valve.
Please Note: The manual press is shipped in one 59-lb. box and one 28-lb. box.

riogrande.com
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Bonny Doon Kevlar® and acrylic consumables

The ideal consumable kit to begin work with the Bonny Doon classic press.
Save 10% over the cost of individual components. Includes two 6" x 6"
acrylic top spaces and two 6" Kevlar® face plates.
110-612 $86.04



Mark III Bonny Doon

The deep-draw press is
designed to push as deep
as your design demands.

20-Ton Deep-Draw Presses

UP-grade!

from wide
& shallow
to high
& deep

Each Bonny Doon 20-ton press is now
indexed to exact specifications so that
you can upgrade your manual deep-draw
press to electric power simply by ordering
an upgrade kit, which includes a ram, an
electric pump with gauge and all necessary
hoses and seals. You can make your press
even more powerful and versatile at a very
reasonable cost and in a very short time!
Mark III electric upgrade kit
110-442
$2,105.00

Manual press package shown;
the electric press is shown
on the facing page.

Manual press package
Manual press only

Electric press package shown;
the manual press is shown on
the facing page.

110-454 $1,835.00
110-455 1,534.00

riogrande.com

Electric press package
Electric press only

110-456 $3,650.00
110-457 3,340.00

Bonny Doon Mark III die shoe

Ideal for the Mark III press, this die shoe has 40
mounting holes (5/16") allowing you to attach
tooling in just about any configuration. Precision steel
posts guide the platens with extraordinary accuracy
(accurate to 1/1000") to ensure excellent repeatability
—ideal for coining and conforming dies. Threaded holes
allow you to attach fixture jigs and clamp tools in place.
Shoe plates measure 81/2" x 6" x 1".
110-610

$765.00
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erform deep-draw techniques quickly and easily with this press! The
Bonny Doon deep-draw hydraulic press is welded from heavy-gauge,
2"-square steel tubing and features heavy-gauge steel crossbeams and corner
reinforcing to help you produce more consistent metal forms. Steel platens
are harder and smoother than earlier models, and the frame is powder-coated
for a long-lasting finish. Lifting off the riser block gives you an additional 4"
of vertical clearance, a total of 10" of working space. Accommodates both
the 3" and 6" deep-draw kits (page 10). The press package includes:
• 17"W x 8"D x 27"H press frame.
• 1"-thick hardened, cold-rolled steel platens with a 6" upper platen
welded to the frame and an 8" self-leveling lower platen for consistently
even impression.
• Pre-drilled feet to bolt the press directly to a workstation.
• 10,000psi pressure gauge for a visual indication of the pressure being
generated, allowing for accurate repeat cycles.
• One 6" x 6" x 4" riser block.
• Two 6" x 6" x 1" acrylic top spacers for the top platen.
• Two 6" x 6" x .1875" Kevlar® faceplates.
• Eight 85d and 90d urethane pads ranging from .0625" to 1" thick.
Please Note: The manual press package is shipped in four boxes weighing a
total of 149 lbs.; electric press package is shipped in five boxes weighing 175
lbs. total.

riogrande.com
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Bonny Doon Mark III Platen Extender
Shrink the working height from 6" to 3" and
minimize strokes per cycle on your Mark III
press whenever you need to use blanking dies
or perform any other repetitive work. Ideal for
embossing, the platen measues 6" x 6" x 1"
with a 1" diameter and 3"H post.
110-296

$151.95



Bonny Doon Pro Press,

25 & 55 ton
professional power, precision
& possibilities!

3" deep-draw kit

Items shown
at left and below
were made by
G. Phil Poirier.
©G. Phil Poirier
Bullet
punch & guide

6" deep-draw kit
Hemisphere
punch & guide

Universal
holder

Low dome
punch

Bonny Doon 3- & 6-Inch Deep-Draw Kits

Make ring stock and seamless tubing—even small vessels—with these 3"
and 6" deep-draw kits! Use these heat-treated tool steel deep-draw dies
with 18- or 12-gauge metal in the 20-, 25- or 50-ton press (see pages 8, 11
and 12). Use a lighter-gauge metal with heavier-gauge metal to create
layered textures. Use the 6" kit to produce large, cup-sized pieces.
3" kit for 18-gauge metal
3" kit for 12-gauge metal
3" kit for 3mm metal
6" kit for 18-gauge metal

115-359
115-360
115-362
110-496

$2,090.00
2,090.00
2,090.00
4,230.00

riogrande.com

Bullet punch
Hemisphere punch
Low dome punch

115-367
115-368
115-369

$575.00
550.00
265.00

Bonny Doon Universal Holder

This holder is designed to fully support any 1"-shank tooling, including the
6" brake back bar and the 41/2" bracelet forming kits. Orient the holder in
any of eight ways around the center point of the press; it makes an ideal
companion to the quick-change kit. Change tooling to blank out a bracelet,
then pop in the forming kit to form the bracelet—all in a matter of three
seconds. Overall dimensions are 6" x 3" x 1"; center hole is 1.25" in diameter.
Universal holder

110-498

$121.50

All tool designs copyrighted by Bonny Doon Press & Tooling®

T

he Pro models are engineered to better meet the accuracy needs
of production and one-of-a-kind designers and metalsmiths. On the
Pro, the hydraulic ram is placed on top of the frame, allowing more room
between the platens for deeper draws and greater versatility; its stroke is a
full 8.5"—3" longer than other models. A precision steel post and bushing
system guides the platens up and down with extraordinary accuracy (to 50
millionths of an inch) for precise repeatability of die patterns. The platens
offer an array of threaded holes, allowing you to attach fixturing jigs and
clamp tools easily. Now also available in a 55-ton model, the Bonny Doon
Pro delivers more power, greater control and guaranteed repeatability to
production-run metalsmiths as well as providing a versatile, user-friendly
forming press for the one-of-a-kind artisan.
When necessary, the platens and guide post assembly can be removed,
leaving the entire press area open for deep-drawing applications.

Bonny Doon Electric Pro 25-Ton (shown)
Bonny Doon Manual Pro 25-Ton		
Bonny Doon Electric Pro 55-Ton		

110-463
110-462
110-384

$7,640.00
5,860.00
call for pricing

8 00 .5 45 .6 56 6
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Use these punches with your 3" deep-draw forming set to create hollow
forms. The hemisphere punch and guide creates bowl shapes. The bullet
punch and guide creates a slightly pointed oval form. The hemisphere
and bullet punches can create egg-shaped forms. The low dome is ideal
for making domed boxes. All are 1.75" in diameter x 3.5"H.

riogrande.com
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Bonny Doon Deep-Draw Punches With Guide

11

Bonny Doon

Custom Press

Bonny Doon 50-Ton Volume & Form Deep-Draw Press

The 50-ton Volume & Form press has an 8" stroke and a generous 20"
x 20" x 20" working area, making it the ultimate machine for hydraulic
volume forming. It accepts all deep-draw tooling and accommodates discs
as large as 18" in diameter. A 12.5" hole allows for deep-drawing forms.
Overall dimensions are 30" x 30" x 80"H.
110-517

(not shown)

call for pricing

—continued from page 5
Today’s metalsmiths still use hammers,
anvils, stakes and other hand tools to
smooth and transform their metal.
But rather than limit themselves to
these methods, modern metalsmiths
team up with machines to produce
designs that push the boundaries of
forming metal. Artist/metalsmiths such
as Anne Hollerbach, David Anderson,
Cynthia Eid, Jack Berry, G. Phil Poirier
and others depend on their Bonny Doon
presses to handle the heavy work,
leaving them free to venture out
along untried byways and allowing
them to explore new possibilities in design—pushing metal in ways
that not so long ago were possible only in the imagination.

Bracelet-Forming:
Anticlastic
free, soaring forms
in shape & style

F

orming flat sheet into synclastic or
anticlastic bracelet ovals traditionally
takes a lot of time and patience. Bonny Doon
offers you a better way: using matching half-oval
dies (one large, one small) and urethane, you can
create perfectly curving synclastic and anticlastic oval
cuffs with no kinks, bends or blemishes. And now, any
Bonny Doon press can accommodate this innovative tooling!

©Maria Samora

anticlastic
die pair

—continued on page 22
©Maria Samora
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©Maria Samora
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Bonny Doon

Bracelet-Forming:
Synclastic

Bracelet forming

smooth,even curves—
blemish-free!
Boony Doon Press

B

racelet forming with Bonny Doon
goes far beyond bending a perfect curve.
With your press and any Bonny Doon braceletforming kit, you can design, solder and finish your
bracelet, then form it perfectly and smoothly—with
the design intact and undisturbed. The bracelet on this
page was blanked in the press, then designed and laid out
flat. The bracelet was then formed quickly and easily—ideal
for overlay bracelets, too!

Bonny Doon
Lite

Press Dies
Posts

Accepts synclastic,
anticlastic and flat
dies

Accepts synclastic,
anticlastic and flat dies

With 6.5" or less
between platens,
use short posts

With at least 7" between
platens, use tall posts
110-615

Choose a low-profile
container and urethane
for synclastic forming

110-599

110-611
Choose a kit and have all the components you need
plus save money over purchasing them individually!

Choose the short
synclastic kit (p.16)

Choose the standard
synclastic kit (p.16)

110-606

110-485

Choose the short
anticlastic kit (p.16)

Choose the standard
anticlastic kit (p.16)

110-607

110-598

8 00 .5 45 .6 56 6

Synclastic Kit

Urethane

Choose a
1" x 2" x 3"
urethane pad

Anticlastic Kit

8 00 .5 4 5 . 65 66

Bonny Doon
Pro

riogrande.com

riogrande.com

Bonny Doon
“Original Gold, Tall”

110-614

The larger die creates
the initial oval.

14

Bonny Doon
Classic

©G. Phil Poirier

Bonny Doon
“Original Gold”

The smaller die completes the oval.
All metal-to-metal contact is made
inside the oval; the outside surfaces
remain smooth, clean and perfect.

Bonny Doon
Mark III

15

Bracelet-Forming

Long fixture
for bracelet
formers

3" x 2" x 1"
urethane pad

Short fixture
for bracelet
formers

Low-profile 3" x 1.25"
container & urethane block

B. Complete short synclastic kit

A. Complete standard synclastic kit

convoluting bracelet former kit

anticlastic bracelet former kit

Bonny Doon Low-Profile 3" x 1.25" Container & urethane block
This 3" x 1.25" contained urethane block is a heavy-walled steel cylinder
with welded steel bottom plates and a powder coated finish. Use it with
synclastic and anticlastic bracelet forming kits.
110-611
C. Complete standard anticlastic kit

D. Complete short anticlastic kit

$110.11

Bonny Doon Urethane Pad, 95 Durometer

Use this 3" x 2" x 1" 95d urethane pad with your Bonny Doon
Classic or Lite press to form synclastic, anticlastic and flat bracelets.
110-599

Bonny Doon Short Fixture for Bracelet Formers

F

H
G

E

riogrande.com

A. Standard synclastic kit (for Classic, Mark III & Pro)
B. Short synclastic kit (for “Original Gold” and Lite)
C. Standard 2"W anticlastic kit (for Classic, Mark III & Pro)
D. Short 2"W anticlastic kit (for “Original Gold” and Lite)
E. Synclastic 1"W die pair
F. Synclastic 11/2"W die pair
G. Anticlastic 2"W die pair
H. Flat 2"W die pair

110-485
110-606
110-598
110-607
110-483
110-484
110-601
110-600

$704.85
674.60
495.00
495.00
219.15
248.80
344.60
394.00

110-614

$151.00

Bonny Doon long Fixture for Bracelet Formers

This 2.25" long post is designed for bracelet forming using the Bonny
Doon Classic, Mark III or Pro press. Requires forming dies and urethane.
Included in kits 110-485 & 110-598.
Overall size: 4.5"W x 2"D x 3"H with 1/4" mounting hole.
110-615

$151.00

Bonny Doon Convoluting Bracelet Former KIT

Create convoluting forms easily and repeatably. Kit includes one 2.5"
urethane insert and two restraining rings.
110-286

$110.70

Bonny Doon Anticlastic Bracelet former

Use these forms to shape anticlastic forms. Kit includes one steel holder
with a 2.5" urethane insert and four pairs of split contoured Delrin® rings
(.5", .75", 1" and 1.25" heights).
110-476

8 00 .5 45 .6 56 6

ombine the post length you need with any die pair to create exactly
the curvatures your designs require! This tooling allows you to adapt
these formers to any Bonny Doon press—all the way back to “Original Gold”!
The magnetic die fixture attaches to the upper platen of the press.
• Complete synclastic kits include one 3" x 1.25" round urethane block and
container or a 3" x 2" x 1" urethane block, a short-post (2.25"H) or long-post
(3"H) magnetic fixture (both are 4.5"W x 2"D), two matched die pairs,
1" and 1.5" widths. Anticlastic kits include a 3" x 2" x 1" urethane block
and one 2" die pair with a short- or long-post magnetic fixture.
• Synclastic, anticlastic and flat die pairs are also available separately; use them
to enhance kits you may already own.

This 1.5" short post is designed for bracelet forming using the Bonny
Doon Lite or the “Original Gold” Bonny Doon press. Requires forming
dies and urethane. Included in kits 110-606 & 110-607. Overall size:
4.5"W x 2"D x 2.25"H with 1/4" mounting hole.

riogrande.com
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$20.50

$374.65
All tool designs copyrighted by Bonny Doon Press & Tooling®
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Silhouette Dies

Silhouette Die Kits & Plates
2"
9"

.25"

Silhouette die plate kit contains
combination plates #1 and #3.

S
Use silhouette die plates with your Bonny
Doon press to create one-of-a-kind pieces
or for volume production.

©G. Phil Poirier
& David Reynolds

The metal to be formed should fit within the
urethane container (the thin urethane disk can
be used as a template to cut the circle of target
metal). You may want to start with the softer
urethane (60d) which will form the metal more
deeply than a harder urethane. If the edge of the
die form is not defined enough (a crisp edge) you
can follow with a second pressing using the 80d
urethane. This will give the edge more definition.

teel silhouette die plates allow you to consistently and accurately form a variety
of component shapes for your designs. Combination plates offer four different
shapes on one die. Graduated shapes are ideal for creating graduated beads or necklace
and bracelet forms. The urethane container focuses all the force into the die plate for
accurate volume shapes. Use the 60d urethane for more volume form and less detail;
use the 95d urethane for more detail and less volume form.
The complete kit includes a urethane container with a thumbscrew, an aluminum
pusher, two combination pattern die plates (#1 and #3) and three urethanes (60d,
80d, 95d). The container and urethanes are also available as a separate kit—complete
it with your own choice of die plates. Need a special shape? Custom-shaped silhouette
die plates are available by special order; call for more information and pricing.

Silhouette die complete kit
Silhouette die container and urethane kit

110-486
110-479

$337.65
215.00

riogrande.com

Finish to a high shine or texture for a matte or
patterned surface. With so many shapes and sizes
to choose from, the options are virtually unlimited.

Plate #2, graduated
110-487/2 $70.00

Plate #3, combination
110-487/3 $70.00

Plate #4, graduated
110-487/4 $70.00

Plate #5, graduated
110-487/5 $70.00

8 00 .5 45 .6 56 6
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When you’re satisfied with the curvature and
the edge definition of your workpiece, trim the
unwanted edges away from your design. File the
edges smooth and you’re ready to use your design.
Use pieces alone as charms, earrings, dangles or
accents on larger pieces. Make shapes in pairs
and join them to create two-sided components.

riogrande.com
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Plate #1, combination
110-487/1 $70.00
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Silhouette Die Plates

Plate #17, graduated
110-487/17 $70.00

Plate #6, graduated
110-487/6 $70.00
Plate #18, graduated
110-487/18 $70.00
Plate #7, graduated
110-487/7 $70.00
Plate #19, graduated
110-487/19 $70.00
Plate #8, graduated
110-487/8 $70.00
Plate #20, graduated
110-487/20 $70.00
Plate #9, graduated
110-487/9 $70.00
Plate #21, graduated
110-487/21 $70.00
Plate #10, graduated
110-487/10 $70.00
Plate #22, graduated
110-487/22 $70.00
Plate #11, graduated
110-487/11 $70.00

Plate #12, graduated
110-487/12 $70.00

All tool designs copyrighted by Bonny Doon Press & Tooling®

12"

10"
Sterling discs

8"

Copper discs
10"

12"

8"
6"

Plate #14, graduated
110-487/14 $70.00

3"

metal discs Dead Soft
Plate #15, graduated
110-487/15 $70.00

Plate #16, graduated
110-487/16 $70.00

20

3"

All discs are 18 gauge; .040" (1.02mm) thick. See our website for other gauge sizes.
Sterling

3"
6"
8"
10"
12"

104-733
$34.50
Copper
3"
132-257
$4.50
104-727
133.27
6"
132-251
9.55
104-728
236.95
8"
132-252
14.25
104-730
359.94
10"
132-254
18.00
104-731
518.28
12"
132-255
26.00
Prices for sterling discs are based on a $16 silver market. Please call for pricing based on current daily market.

8 00 .5 45 .6 56 6
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Plate #13, graduated
110-487/13 $70.00

riogrande.com
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—continued from page 12
Hydraulic presses found their way into
metal fabrication as behemoths intent
on punching out the massive forms
demanded by a newly industrial and
fast-growing world. In the late 1970s,
Mark Paisin, a young inventor, set about
scaling down the giant press
for jewelry and fine metal forming.

Form Boxes
This flask was made
using the 6" form kit.

His groundbreaking work led several
enterprising metalsmiths to explore
the possibilities a small press offered.
From a couple of heavy steel pipes
and an old 5-ton car jack, the artistry
of hydraulic metal-forming was born.
A few metalsmiths cobbled together
their individual versions of a tabletop
hydraulic press. Although these small
hydraulic presses were fairly serviceable,
they were far from marketable.

3" form box kit

©David Anderson

Then, in 1989, engineer Lee Marshall, attending a
weekend workshop on hydraulic die-forming, watched
as Susan Kingsley used her bolt-together machine to lead the workshop.
His analytical mind quickly saw ways to strengthen and improve the
function of her machine and expand its effectiveness. He also wanted
to build in more safety for the operator. Acting on his ideas, Lee produced
a marketable press and launched Bonny Doon Engineering.

riogrande.com

continuation of
the tradition
of innovation
in craft.”
— Susan Kingsley

C

reate larger, deeper-volume forms with your hydraulic press. Intensifiers
are used to build up the form in desired areas. Form boxes now feature
33% heavier-gauge construction for increased strength. The 6" form box
and pad (60d) accommodate larger forms (use your 6" x 6" acrylic spacer as a
pusher with the 6" box). Please Note: Kit items are also available individually.
The 3" form box kit includes:
• One 3"-square form box with pusher.
• Two 3" x 3" x .040" (18g) brass face plates.
• Two 3" x 3" x .5" urethane pads (60d).
• Four 3" x 3" x .25" matrix die blanks.
• One intensifier sheet, 6" x 4".
• Instructions.
Complete 3" form box kit (includes items listed above)
3" form box and pusher only
3" x 3" x .5" 60d pad; pkg/2
3" x 3" x .25" matrix die blank; pkg/2
Intensifier sheet, 6" x 4"
6" square form box
6" x 6" x .5" 60d urethane pad

110-470
110-291
110-292
110-293/2
110-473
110-569
110-344

$221.40
192.30
12.65
9.95
17.35
158.40
39.55

8 00 .5 45 .6 56 6
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“[the hydraulic press] is a

6" form box

riogrande.com
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—continued on page 31

6" x 6" urethane pad

23

Mushroom Formers
& Master Die Holders
Brake back bar

Ring forming blade

diameter

To see the curvature created by a
mushroom former, open a compass
to the former’s radius size and use it
to draw an arc on paper. The arc will
show you the curvature of that former.

Mushroom
formers

Dap set

radius

Brake blade set

10-piece dap set

Bonny Doon Brake Back Bar

Master die holder

Use this bar in any Bonny Doon press as a holder for the tubing and ring
blade (#110-283), the brake blade set (below) or for any other .375"-thick
strap tooling. Dimensions: 6"L x 1.25"W x 1.25"D; cavity is 0.375"W x 0.5"D.
110-567

U

$127.75

Bonny Doon Dap Set

Made from high-carbon steel balls that are laser-welded to 1" shanks,
these five daps fit into your master holder. They are ideal for synclastic
forming of metal in contained urethane blocks. Includes five diameters:
1.125", 1.25", 1.5", 1.75" and 2".
110-279

$264.45

se mushroom formers with urethane in containers (page 26) to enhance
their efficiency while using less force. Heavy welded mushroom formers
require the master holder (shown above) and are designed to be suitable for
use in any Bonny Doon press. Sizes are expressed in punch diameter and
dome radius (see tip above). Use urethanes with the same diameter as the
former. All have 1" shanks.
3" diameter

Bonny Doon ring forming Blade

Made of precision ground hardened tool stock, this newly upgraded blade
has two magnets embedded in the blade to secure steel rods for tubing.
Use this blade to make seamed tubing and form rings with your Bonny
Doon press. Dimensions: 6"L x 2"W x .375"D.

Made of precision ground tool stock, this brake blade set includes one of
each width: 1.5", 1.25", 1", .75", and .5". Use blades in any combination
to create clean, sharply angled edges. All five line up to offer one 5" bar.
Ideal for making small boxes. Use with the brake back bar (above).
Dimensions: 2.5"L x .375"D (widths vary, see above).

110-271

$59.20

Bonny Doon 3" x 17/8" Container & urethane block

$265.69

Bonny Doon Master Holder Quick-Change Kit

Convert your standard threaded Bonny Doon tools to fit into your 1" master
holder so you can quickly change tools without having to reconfigure the tooling in the upper platen itself.
110-499

Tooling®

$112.55

$87.50

8 00 .5 45 .6 56 6
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The master die holder bolts to the upper platen and accepts 1" diameter tools
(such as the mushroom formers above), keeping them centered and straight.
A set-screw secures tools. Includes two bolts and a T-handle key.

110-482

Each dap in this heavy-duty dap set is made from a single piece of 1"-dia.
hardened stainless steel. All are polished and delivered in a handy wood block.
The set includes one each 1/8" (3.2mm) , 3/16" (4.75mm), 1/4" (6.35mm),
5/16" (8mm), 3/8" (9.5mm), 1/2" (12.7mm), 5/8" (16mm), 3/4" (19mm),
7/8" (22mm) and 1" (25.5mm) diameters.
All tool designs copyrighted by Bonny Doon Press &

$133.20
125.35
125.35
125.35
125.35
141.00
141.00
141.00

This 3" x 17/8"heavy-walled steel cylinder, reinforced with welded steel bottom
plates, includes a 3" urethane block. Use it with mushroom formers (above).

$145.15

Bonny Doon 10-piece dap set

110-571

110-278
110-551
110-553
110-555
110-586
110-587
110-588
110-589

Bonny Doon Master Die Holder

Bonny Doon Brake Blade Set

110-609
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$97.70

4" diameter

1.5" radius
2" radius
2.5" radius
3" radius
4" radius
2.5" radius
3" radius
4" radius

riogrande.com
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110-608

Master holder
quick-change kit

3" x 17/8" block
and container
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Accessories,
Consumables & Kits

A. Complete 6" forming kit
(all components are also
available separately).

A. Complete 2" forming kit
(all components are also available separately).

B

C

C

D

B

G

D

E

I

E
©G. Phil Poirier

F

H

G

F

H

L
I

J

K
J

M

Bonny Doon CONSUMABLES & Accessories

K

L

N

M

Bonny Doon 2-inch Urethane Container Kit & Consumables

riogrande.com

110-471
110-274
110-275
110-539
110-474/2
110-475/2
110-272

$136.25
40.00
34.05
34.05
12.00
18.00
23.40

bONNY DOoN 3" and 4" round Steel containers & urethanes
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.

3" container
3" 95d urethane
3" 80d urethane
3" pusher with bolt
4" container
4" 95d urethane
4" 80d urethane
4" pusher with bolt

110-491
110-277
110-540
110-273
110-541
110-542
110-543
110-544

$46.85
47.70
47.70
29.80
59.00
61.30
61.30
38.25

6" consumables kit (includes items B–D) 110-469
6" x 6" acrylic top spacer; pkg/2
110-269/2
6" Kevlar® face plate; pkg/2
110-270/2
Set of 8 urethane pads
110-268
(listed below; each pad size is available separately)
6" x 6" 95d pad
.0625" thick
110-331
			
.125" thick
110-333
			
.25" thick
110-335
			
.5" thick
110-337
			
1" thick
110-338
6" x 6" 80d pad
.0625" thick
110-332
			
.125" thick
110-334
			
.5" thick
110-336
E. 3" x 3" x .25" matrix die blanks; pkg/4
110-293/2
F. 4" x 4" x .25" matrix die blanks; pkg/4
110-472/2
G. 3" Kevlar® face plate; pkg/2
110-294/2
H. 2" flat Delrin® punch; pkg/2
110-474/2
I. 2.5" domed Delrin® punch; pkg/2
110-475/2
J. Liquid Bur-Life®; 2 oz. bottle
117-985
K. 2.5"W bracelet
1.5" tall
110-341
urethane
.75" tall
110-342
L. 2.25"W bracelet
1.5" tall
110-339
urethane
.75" tall
110-340
M. 3" x 2" x 1" 95d pad		
110-599

$322.50
55.45
40.15
244.50
25.25
28.50
34.35
37.50
55.10
25.25
28.50
37.50
9.95
12.70
11.25
12.00
18.00
7.95
27.50
26.10
22.40
18.30
20.50
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A. Complete 2" forming kit		
B. 2" round container 		
C. 2" 95d urethane insert		
2" 80d urethane insert (not shown)		
D. 2" flat Delrin® punch; pkg/2		
E. 2.5" domed Delrin® punch; pkg/2		
F. 2" pusher with bolt

A.
B.
C.
D.

riogrande.com
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The round, steel container and urethane insert allow you to create domed
forms with your hydraulic press. Carve the Delrin® punches with detailed
designs using wax burs, then press to form 3-D domed pieces. The kit
components are also available separately. The complete kit includes:
• Four Delrin® punch blanks: two 2" flat and two 2.5" domed.
• One 2"-diameter urethane insert (95 durometer).
• One 2" steel holder.
• One 2" pusher with bolt.

More accessories and tools to customize your press and increase its versatility!
The 6" consumables kit includes two 6" x 6" acrylic top spacers, two 6" x 6"
Kevlar® face plates and a set of all eight urethane pads listed below. All
components are also available separately. Use the 2.25"-diameter bracelet
urethanes when forming corrugated or heavily textured bracelets.
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The removeable end
block allows you to
corrugate a complete
tube of metal.

The Knew Concept Saws

91/2"
Carbide blade guides adjust to
fully support the blade for
each particular operation.
©Jack Berry

KnEW CONCEPT MICROFOLD BRAKE

Shown (at left)
with optional
lamp installed.
Its flexible neck
lets you position
the light where
it’s needed to
ensure better
visibility.

Use this microfold brake to add corrugation to your die-formed pieces.
A removeable end block allows you to corrugate a complete tube of metal.
It accepts soft sheet metal up to 24-gauge. Heat-treated rollers ensure crisp
patterning and a long service life. Ergonomic knobs are comfortable to use.
The foot is drilled to allow bench mounting.
• Base dimensions: 91/2" x 11/2"
• Roller size: 8" x 3/4"
115-097

$265.00

T
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Excellent for corrugated metals, the
leading edges of these pliers have a knifelike fineness. Use them to pinch and shape
the edges of your corrugation. Extremely
durable and ergonomically designed,
Soft-Touch™ handles are extra long, wide,
textured and padded to distribute pressure
across the palm, relieving the carpal tunnel
pocket. All are 6"L with .75" jaw depth.
111-121
111-122
111-123
111-124

Complete kit (with options below)
Knew Concept saw
Optional 100W lamp
Optional Foredom® foot control
Bur-Life® sampler kit

$42.00
44.00
48.00
120.00

115-081
115-062
115-071
117-049
117-997

Knew Concept Blanking Die saw

Tool Steel Blanks

.047"/1.2mm

3" x 18" x .047"
3" x 18" x .063"

.063"/1.6mm

Cut these blanks to workable size using a bi-metal blade.
110-256
$44.95
110-252
42.95
Please ask about quantity price breaks when you order.

Make precise blanking dies or silhouette dies with this saw.
It’s lightweight frame is laser-cut from anodized aluminum
and has a 5" throat depth. Two ball-bearing wheels lock
the saw at the top and the bottom to provide perfect
alignment. Mounts on an anodized aluminum bench pin
(included) that tilts 45° each way for angled cuts.
115-104

Tool steel blanks

$1,950.00
1,895.00
75.00
31.00
19.50

$385.00
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Swanstrom confOrming Pliers

riogrande.com

his fully adjustable Knew Concept power saw lets you work with
precise control, minimizing muscle fatigue without sacrificing precision!
It provides a firm support surface so you can use both hands to guide your
work. Use Bur-Life® to enhance cutting action and protect saw blades.
• Accepts standard 51/8"-long jeweler’s saw blades, sizes 8/0 to 8. Use the full
length of the saw blade; the blade runs cooler and lasts longer.
• Achieve cutting angles up to 45° in either direction with one simple
locking lever; the table stays level while you adjust the blade.
• Eliminate blade flex with carbide support just where you need it
and adjust the area between supports to as little as .1875".
• Risk-free breakage! When a blade breaks, the saw automatically stops,
so there’s no risk of driving a broken blade into your hand or workpiece.
• Cut as quickly as you like (up to 220 strokes per min.) or slowly enough to
count the teeth on your saw blade as they work or at any speed in between.
Because the motor runs on direct current (DC), very little torque is lost at
even the slowest speed. Designed to be used with a standard Foredom® foot
control (not shown, sold separately) for hands-free stop and go action.

Pinch and conform the edges of corrugated
metal with these Swanstrom pliers!

1" jaw width
2" jaw width
3" jaw width
Set of 3 (one of each jaw width)

Bur-Life® sampler kit;
use Bur-Life® to enhance
cutting action and protect
saw blades.
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A glossary of terms
Anticlastic—features opposing curvatures of the same surface (picture a
saddle, whose ends curve upward even as its sides curve downward).
Durometer—measures the hardness of the urethane. Red (95d) is hardest,
translucent ivory (80d) is softest.
Intensifiers—small pieces of 80d urethane placed over areas of the die to
build up the form. These are typically sandwiched between a urethane pad
and the metal.
Pusher—solid steel cylinder that forces a punch or other tool into a
contained urethane block to achieve a desired form.
Spacer—takes up excess space in the work area to reduce the travel distance
required for the platens to begin applying pressure to the workpiece.
Synclastic—features a matching curvature of a surface in all directions
(picture a bowl, its sides curving upward and outward in the same manner).
Urethane—the most useful item used in the press. This incompressible
material pushes metal into every detail of your die. Bonny Doon’s urethane
is specially formulated for forming applications with increased cut resistance
and memory retention. Properly used, a pad can last ten years or more.

Deep-Drawing for Metalsmiths CD-ROM

Discussion and step-by-step techniques derived from industrial deepdrawing are accompanied by formulas, color photos and black-and-white
illustrations. Includes videos and animations of the deep-drawing process,
plus a digital copy of the book Deep-Drawing for Metalsmiths.
550-694

$34.95

Hydraulic Die Forming for Jewelers & Metalsmiths BOOK

riogrande.com

$24.95

Metal Corrugation BOOK

By Patricia McAleer. Beautiful examples of metal corrugation show

how metals can be patterned, corrugated, die-formed, pressed and hand
worked. Includes techniques, easy-to-complete projects, information
on tools and related topics such as glass fusing, finishing, metal fusing,
waxes and casting. Hardbound; 137 pages.

550-061

$37.95

Repetitive Micro-fold Forms book

By Jack Berry. See how to use a tube wringer to create micro-fold forms.
Includes a detailed analysis of the micro-fold form structures and how
they behave during forming and die forming. Includes more than 60
photos and illustrations. Spiralbound; 47 pages.
550-057

$17.95

Cover your face and/or eyes with appropriate safety wear.
Center the work in the press.
Contain your work and/or urethanes with appropriate containers.
Keep the upright Column between you and your work.
Use Common sense when working on or around your press.
>> Keep fingers away from the press platens while pressing.
>> Do not wear loose or dangling clothing or jewelry while using the press.
>> Securely tie long hair back, away from the press.

Mechanical
>> All tooling is designed to bolt into the press, keeping everything centered over
the ram and ensuring maximum stability for the press while it is used.
>> The ram is placed so that one of the upright steel tubes is situated between
the operator and the work area during pressing. Some types of plastic tooling
can shatter if used incorrectly; this positioning acts as a deflector in that event.
>> The press should be securely bolted to a sturdy work surface to increase
its stability and protect the operator from injury caused by tipping.

—continued from page 22
For fifteen years, Lee continually improved his hydraulic press
and cultivated relationships with craftsmen such as G. Phil
Poirier, who brought fresh ideas and improved engineering
to that original press and its components. In 2006, Lee retired
and the business passed to Phil, a brilliant designer, metalsmith
and engineer. Among the many innovations Bonny Doon has
developed under Phil’s direction is the new Mark III press,
reinforced to be stronger and safer than earlier models with
improved surfaces and finishes, so metal-formers can work more
efficiently. Under his stewardship, Bonny Doon continues to
thrive, constantly striving to build better, more effective presses
and finding new ways to apply the artistic freedoms they offer.
Today, Bonny Doon offers several different presses along with
a line of specialized tooling, accessories and consumables, and
remains the world’s premier manufacturer of hydraulic presses
for jewelry makers, metalsmiths and artists. f

the End
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550-661

Personal—the Five C’s
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By Susan Kingsley. Discover the power of hydraulics in easy-to-follow
text. Systems for forming metal with hydraulics are explained with
more than 140 photos and step-by-step directions on how to make
and use dies. Softbound; 96 pages.

Always: safety first
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Environmental Note
In keeping with our philosophy of responsible economics,
“ Bonny
Doon Engineering uses 100% renewable electricity
in our facility. All of our power is generated on wind farms
by our local power provider. Though it costs us more each
month, helping to protect our environment and our future
is an important part of our business vision.

”

Warranty

— G. Phil Poirier

We guarantee everything you buy from Rio Grande to be free from defects in materials or
workmanship for up to one year from date of purchase. If you’re not completely satisfied
with any of the products you purchase from us, return it unaltered within 30 days and we
will exchange it, replace it or refund your money, whichever you prefer. This warranty
does not include incidental or consequential expenses. No other warranty is implied.
Prices are a guideline only. Prices may change due to factors beyond our control.

riogrande.com      800.545.6566

